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“Bringing together the experts to address the key challenges facing the financial advice industry”

Professor John Crown, Consultant Medical Oncologist, St Vincent’s University
Hospital

From left: Ronan Goggin, managing director, O’Leary Life; Paul Merriman, chief executive,
ClearChoice, and Brian Goggin, director, O’Leary Life

Paul Merriman, chief executive, ClearChoice, presenting at the
ClearChoice Protection Summit

Don’t turn a health crisis into a financial crisis
We think nothing of paying
for monthly protection
cover on our smartphones,
so maybe it’s time we did
the same for life protection,
writes Paul Merriman

W

hat
we
do in the
protection
industry is
important.
Protection is sometimes forgotten by us all. Nobody likes
to think of illness or mortality
and so protection is subsequently thought of less and
less, as pensions, mortgages,
car and home insurance all
compete for our limited financial-related attention spans.
And so we, at ClearChoice,

launched this, the inaugural
Protection Summit for the
Financial Brokerage/Life Assurance industry to highlight
the importance of what the
protection industry does for
families, businesses and individuals. And we are striving
to improve coverage in some
key areas. We feel it’s crucially important that we remind
the protection industry of its
key function in society – as
the front line of any financial
planning exercise.

It’s also an opportunity to
ask the important questions.
Like how do we prioritise
where our monthly financial
direct debits go? In all likelihood, for most Irish families,
mortgage or rent payments
take priority followed by the
usual list of payouts such as car
insurance, home and contents
insurance, mortgage protection, health insurance, extra
life cover, pet insurance and
so on.
The average life sum insured
on death that is paid out hovers Paul Merriman, chief
between €60,000-€70,000 executive, ClearChoice
on average in any given year,
according to life company sta- surance payout is not comtistics in Ireland. The adviser’s mensurate to the exposure a
obligation is to insure against family has with the loss of an
risk, yet in middle Ireland, income earner. The loss of a
the average salary for a family homemaker would also be
unit goes from €40,000 up to detrimental, with childcare
possibly €100,000 (if a strong supports, shortened working
single-earner or dual-income hours for a surviving spouse
family). This average life in- all taking their toll, mentally,

Closing the protection gap for women

physically and financially.
We, as a society, are more
likely to purchase protection
for a smartphone than we are
to protect our most important
asset – our income.
To explain further, let’s take,
for example, a 40-year-old,
working until the age of 68
on a €50,000-a-year salary.
He or she will earn a total of
€1.4 million over 28 years (not
allowing for inflation or wage
growth, which we would normally assume to happen). The
cost to protect 75 per cent of
this income as a non-smoker male would be €52.21 a
month. Yet many may spend
€15 a month insuring an €800
smartphone.
There is gross under provision for specified serious illness cover to protect against
heart attacks, cancer, stroke
etc and income protection in
the long term should a person

be unable to work indefinitely.
How would our 40-year-old
fare if illness or injury meant
they couldn’t earn? The fallout
could be severe, highlighting
the need for protection.
Its a problem we in Ireland
are slowly waking up to.
And despite the fact that we
have a thriving pharma and IT
industry in Ireland, we are still
a nation of SMEs.
Why is this important?
Well, there are 248,344 SME
firms in Ireland, yet we are
drastically under insured for
business protection, income
protection and specified serious illness cover. Key people
run these businesses with little
or no protection, particularly
where a situation can become
complicated with a spouse or
family member stepping into
a business. What would you
do in these situations?
Not many could answer this.

The answer is to seek advice
from a financial broker. Many
of these products can be paid
through a business. There is
also tax relief related to income protection – one of the
last reliefs left standing with
the Revenue Commissioners.
We can’t forget that the protracted economic recession
left many of us lapsing direct
debits on an increasingly frequent basis. While income
may have stopped coming
in, the bills still had be paid
on time. That’s a very stressful
situation for any individual
or family to find themselves
in. And so it is important to
provide adequate protection
for you, your family and your
business should the unthinkable happen.
We were pleased to have
Professor John Crown, the Oncologist of St Vincent’s hospital, who gave the financial

adviser audience key insights
into cancer trends and the
issues impacting our health
system, particularly those that
have come to light in recent
weeks.
Finally, we would like to
thank the two important
charities invited to our Protection Summit. The Marie
Keating Foundation and Early Childhood Cancer Charity
spoke to our financial adviser
audience to highlight the key
protections that these financial products can give.
The last thing any person
needs during a bereavement
or health crisis is a financial
crisis.
Paul Merriman
CEO, ClearChoice
ClearChoice is a training and
support service for financial
brokers

Providing adequate cover for
a new generation of renters

Lorraine Cooke, managing director, Jigsaw Financial Solutions,
was a speaker at the ClearChoice Protection Summit 2018,
where she talked about the lack of insurance cover for women
It is equally important for renters to consider illness cover and
hile it is insearch on behalf of Irish Life the final column of increased income protection as it is for those with mortgages, says Paul
creasingly acin 2017 found less than half risk to women.
Kelly, director of ClearChoice
knowledged
of women had any form of
Irish society, of course, is not

W

that there is a
pay gap for women, or that
there is a growing pension gap
for working women, there is
another anomaly which has
flown under the radar for
many. And that is the ‘protection gap’ for women.
Protection is broken down
into death benefits and living benefits. Even though
statistics tell us that women
generally tend to live longer
than men, women are more
likely to suffer illness or injury
during their working lives and
beyond.
In general terms, men are
far more insured in both
forms of protection, but this
can no longer be justified with
the traditional stereotype of
men in the workforce or the
single ‘breadwinner’ of the
family unit. These gaps have
been passed onto the current

Lorraine Cooke, managing
director, Jigsaw Financial
Solutions

generation of women through
inertia and lack of knowledge.
Failure to catch up to this will
be detrimental to all stakeholders without adequate
financial planning.
Research from Coyne Re-

protection in comparison to
60 per cent of men.
And while death claims for
women for life insurance are
64, this average age is 67 for
men.
The research showed that
women are dying from cancer
much more than men – 54
per cent of women to 38 per
cent of men.
Claims statistics for 2017
from Friends First, a provider
of income protection insurance, found that women made
up 59 per cent of their claims
book due to inability to work
due to illness or injury. These
figures play out consistently
across the life assurers’ claims
information.
A snapshot of actuarial calculations (see table) shows the
risks in protection of income
to a woman versus a man at
certain age intervals, noting

Income protection: women vs men
Profile
Risk of death
		
		

Risk of a serious
specified illness
than one month

Risk of being out
of work for more

Risk of any of
these happening

Female | 29
Male | 29

5%
6%

16%
18%

72%		
52%		

77%
63%

Female | 34
Male | 34

5%
6%

16%
17%

70%		
51%		

76%
62%

Female | 39
Male | 39

4%
6%

15%
17%

68%		
49%		

74%
60%

Female | 44
Male | 44

4%
6%

14%
16%

65%		
46%		

72%
58%

Female | 49
Male | 49

4%
5%

13%
15%

62%		
43%		

68%
54%

as homogenous as it once was
and so this raises some obvious questions such as how are
we mitigating the protection
risks for new types of family
units?
There are multiple challenges now for the woman/
mother.
Cohabiting couples with
poorer tax treatment face
obvious protection issues, as
do single mothers who are the
sole providers and who must
protect their biggest asset –
their incomes. Divorce and
its impact are also considerations, as are inheritance tax
issues. And let’s not forget
that children are not leaving
the homestead as early as
they once would have, thus
ensuring extended parental
protection is now required for
so many.
Women, then, must start
thinking more about themselves and about their own
unique situation. As we have
something of a creaking
health system and medical
trends are changing we should
be doing more to protect our
families, incomes and, of
course, lives. This applies to
all demographics of women
in society. A financial brokerage will be able to guide you
through the necessary steps to
provide both for yourself and
your loved ones.
Lorraine Cooke is a financial
adviser and managing director
of Jigsaw Financial Solutions.
Lorraine was asked to speak
at the ClearChoice Protection
Summit to highlight key issues
for women

A

ccording to a recent
report by real estate
service providers
Savills, more than
895,000 people are now living
in rented accommodation in
Ireland. That is almost 20 per
cent of the entire Irish population.
Irish people are helping to
create a society of renters due
to the changed social and economic environment. The concept of ‘rent protection’ from
both a life cover and living
protection benefit perspective is key. We often see home
insurance companies market
the concept of ‘contents insurance’ for renters – yet the
logic is rarely applied to life
assurance.
Men and women in their
late 20s and 30s are not engaging with professional financial advice or institutions
until they make a house purchase. And house purchases
are taking place a decade later
than in previous generations.
Any protection for your life or
income increases in cost and
acceptance of underwriting
as we gradually get older also.
Indeed, protection coverage
is suffering due to this change
in engagement with the ‘renters’ generation’.
But who is falling into this
evolving category?
Young families, possibly
cohabiting but not yet married, have entered the ‘renters’
generation’, which leads to inheritance issues or incorrectly
structured protection. In addition, single parent families
find themselves renting with

Paul Kelly, director of
ClearChoice

Speaking to
a financial
broker is key
significant instability if unable
to maintain rent payments.
Others caught in this net
include ‘the renting classes’
who may not see value in life
cover, but who would suffer
with a loss of income to maintain lifestyle and bills such as
rent or car loans.
And professional people,
who may not be too concerned with life assurance
on death, would certainly be

concerned at a loss of income
due to illness or injury or a
need for a lump sum of cash
to support themselves when
in need.
For anyone who is currently
renting or has rented recently,
they will know that the inability to pay one month or two
months’ rent has the potential to lead to drastic consequences, particularly in rent
pressure zones.
It is much harder for a bank
to legally remove a person not
paying their mortgage than it
is for a landlord with a tenant
missing rental payments. Most
landlords are not professionals, and will need a monthly rent to be paid to pay that
mortgage. Failure of a tenant
to pay this puts all in a difficult
position.
But there are some possible
solutions such as a combination of three financial products
depending on the renter’s personal set of circumstances –
these are life assurance (with
multiple options to suit any
profile), income protection
and serious specified illness
cover.
For the family unit which is
renting, a combination of life
cover or income protection or
specified serious illness cover
is advised.
Single parent families may
decide to prioritise income
protection or specified illness
cover, followed by life cover.
For single professionals
the priority must be income
protection or specified illness cover, as state benefits
are limited.

And for any self-employed
people who fall into the ‘renters’ category, the social welfare
benefits have improved as of
December 2017, but are still
quite onerous for claimants.
They are capped for individuals at just over €10,000 per
annum.
As we are all living longer
we are increasingly likely
to become ill or injured and
unable to work during our
working lives. Living protection is crucial for the renters’
generation. Speaking to a financial broker is key to future
proofing your income and
loved ones.
It looks increasingly likely that our society will have
more long-term renters. If you
take out a mortgage, you are
obliged to take out mortgage
protection (in the event of
death the mortgage is cleared).
You will also be encouraged
to take out illness cover and
income protection.
People must now apply the
same principle while living as
‘the renters’ generation’.
Paul Kelly spoke at the ClearChoice Protection Summit for
Financial Brokers on the gaps in
protection for illness and injury
should a person be unable to
work or require medical treatment
ClearChoice is a training and
support service for financial
brokers. It advocates on behalf of
the industry for protection in all
forms, with more than 500 brokerages availing of ClearChoice’s
services

Go to www.clearchoice.ie/findmyclearchoicebroker/ to find your local financial broker

